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Thieme Medical Publishers Inc, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. FIVE STARS from Doody s Star Ratings (TM) .a masterful book that clearly
delineates the philosophy and the skills that comprise osteopathic manipulative medicine. -- Doody
s Book Review (Score: 97) This step-by-step instruction manual with videos introduces a spectrum of
osteopathic manipulative techniques incorporating principles of psychomotor learning that enable
optimal skill acquisition during both independent and supervised practice. Introductory chapters
contain historical and essential concepts for performing osteopathic manipulative techniques
including somatic dysfunction diagnosis. Each technique chapter includes pertinent background
and summary concepts, key features of somatic dysfunction diagnosis, an end-goal focus for
performing the technique, relevant anatomic image(s), and performance steps to foster knowledge
retention. Key Highlights Online access to 160 technique video demonstrations High quality
illustrations that reinforce anatomy Psychomotor skills learning and assessment strategies Nearly
100 self-study/review questions in multiple choice format, also accessible via This evidence-based
manual for learning manipulation treatment is the must-have tool for all osteopathic medical
students and residents.
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Reviews
A superior quality publication and the font employed was exciting to read through. It is among the most awesome book i have read. I am e ortlessly could
get a enjoyment of reading a created publication.
-- Ettie K utch
An incredibly great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Josefina Yundt
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